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Abstract
This paper presents a stress-history-based approach to predict the deformation basins of airport pavements subjected to
heavy aircraft loading applied in sequential wanders. Multi-depth deflectometer data from full-scale aircraft landing gear tests
conducted at the National Airport Pavement Test Facility built by the Federal Aviation Administration are used to create individual pass residual deformation transverse profiles. The computed residual deformation profiles are further corrected for
stress-history effects to predict rut in the selected test sections. The developed model focuses on using the previous load location and stress history of the soil element to develop the deformations in that element. Despite the unavailability of the surface
transverse profile data measured in the field at different passes, the initial attempt of the model can closely predict the deformation profile similar to width and shape expected in the field. And after the stress-history effects are accounted for, the initially calculated rut depth decreases significantly to match the final contour basin of the test sections extracted from the post
traffic trenching. The advantage of using the stress-history-effects-based rut prediction tool is that it can allow any combination
of wander positions and sequences of load applications to be accounted for their effects on the final surface rut development.

Higher load levels and load wanders (later movement of
aircraft) due to non-channelized air traffic loading is a
phenomenon primarily associated with airfield pavements because unlike highway pavements, wander widths
in airport pavements contain a zone with 75% of the aircraft centerlines (1.15 standard deviations on either side
of the mean value) (1). Though wander reduces the number of repetitions of maximum load applied to the most
heavily trafficked pavement location, several studies have
indicated that wander does not necessarily increase the
pavement life. Rather it causes constant particle shuffling
and rearrangements in unbound layers, ultimately leading to a weaker and more unstable granular layer (2–6).
In addition, more frequent use of new-generation aircraft
(NGA) combined with rapid airline traffic growth has
made the airport pavements more exposed to various
types of heavy aircrafts with complex multiple wheel gear
landings coupled with wander. So, a thorough understanding of pavement damage mechanisms considering
all the traffic circumstances, i.e., a diverse mix of airplanes with complex landing gears coupled with wander,
has become necessary, to design, build, and maintain sustainable airfield pavement sections.
Currently, the failure models used in the FAA’s flexible pavement thickness design procedures consider

maximum vertical strain at the top of the subgrade (for
rutting) and the maximum horizontal strain at the bottom of all asphalt layers (for cracking) as the failure criteria (AC 150/5320-6E) (7). Though subgrade rutting is
taken as the controller mode of structural shear failure,
full-scale testing data has shown that most of the rutting
in the pavement system is typically contributed by
unbound granular layers whereas the rutting in subgrade
is found to be minimal (8–10). This behavior of the
unbound layers can be attributed to wanders because
National Airport Pavement Test Facility (NAPTF) fullscale testing data has also indicated the detrimental
effects of wanders on the performance of unbound granular (8, 11, 12). It was seen that some of the residual
deformation caused by a single pass was recovered due
to subsequent load applications offset by wander during
a complete trafficking wander that included a sequential
wander pattern covering approximately 82% of all traffic
from a standard normal distribution curve of real-world
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Figure 1. Schematic explaining the rut profile development from an offset wheel.

taxiway traffic (11, 12). Figure 1 provides a simple diagram of the observed behavior and shows how the stress
in a soil element offset from a load can change with a
moving wheel.
Also, dynamic pavement response studies conducted
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign to
investigate the deformation behavior of unbound aggregates due to wanders indicated that the unbound aggregate particles moved because of the constantly changing
load application lane (3–6). This movement negated the
consolidation or shakedown expected in unbound aggregate layers under continuous loadings. These findings
were further cemented by the comparison of channelized
traffic and traffic with wander, which showed that traffic
with wander was more detrimental to the unbound aggregate layers due to the increased movement and rearrangement of particles in the unbound aggregate layers.
Thus, this study aimed to investigate the effect of aircraft wanders on the rut accumulation in the pavements.
This paper includes NAPTF full-scale pavement test section findings from the analyses of multi-depth deflectometer (MDD) data and deformation trends observed in
the unbound aggregate layers due to applied aircraft gear
loading with wander.

Objective and Scope
As previously mentioned, recent NAPTF full-scale testing data has shown that most of the rutting in a flexible
pavement section was contributed by the unbound layers
whereas rutting in the subgrade material was minimal.
And constant particle rearrangements due to wander
plays a major role in damaging the unbound layers.

Addressing these concerns, the objectives of the paper
was to develop a stress-history-based MDD data analyses approach to predict the deformation potentials of airport pavements subjected to heavy aircraft loading with
wanders.

Selected Test Sections
The FAA built the NAPTF to generate full-scale testing/
trafficking data to support the investigation of the performance of airport pavements subjected to complex gear
loading configurations of NGA loading applied with
wheel wander. The NAPTF consists of a 900 ft (274 m)
long and 60 ft (18.3 m) wide test track along with a railbased test vehicle built with two carriages. Each carriage
in the vehicle can be equipped with two load axles with
each axle capable of carrying 20 wheels. Maximum total
load capacity of the testing vehicle is 1.3 million pounds
(5.78 MN) that can be applied with various combinations
of landing gear and wander sequences. Full-scale testing
conducted at the NAPTF is denoted by construction
cycles, and one of the most recent series of full-scale flexible pavement tests conducted with available field data is
referred to as the Construction Cycle 5 (CC5) test, part
of which is the subject of the results presented in this
paper.
In this study, two test sections were selected from the
NPATF CC5 test. These pavement sections were constructed with two different subbase materials which consisted of dense graded aggregate (DGA), denoted as
Section 1, and crushed quarry screenings (P154 materials), denoted as Section 2. The coarse aggregates in the
DGA mix were much larger than those of the crushed
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Figure 2. (a) Layer configurations of Section 1; (b) layer configurations of Section 2; (c) applied wander sequence; (d) 6-wheel gear
centerline position for each wander position; and (e) distribution of the traffic.

quarry screenings mix. The pavements were built on a
low California bearing ratio (CBR) DuPont Clay subgrade (average CBR of 3.3 at an average moisture content of 37.6%). An 8 in. (203 mm) depth of P209 crushed
stone base was placed on the subbase layers and the sections were completed with the placement of a 5 in
(127 mm) thick hot mix asphalt (HMA) surface layer.
Figure 2a and b show the configurations of the selected
test sections.

The CC5 test sections were instrumented with sensors
such as MDD. An MDD consists of a set of displacement
transducers (DT) to measure the movement of a stack of
a set of snap ring anchors embedded in the pavement
layers at predetermined locations. The surface DT measures the displacement relative to an anchor embedded at
a deep location where no significant displacement should
occur, and the other DTs basically measure the movement of the snap ring anchors relative to the surface DT.
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Therefore, only the surface sensor readings are absolute
movements of the pavements, the actual movements of
the other DTs need to be calculated by using the movement of the surface DT. The facility was also equipped
with a computer-controlled data acquisition system to
store the pavement response and performance data collected using MDD sensors as the test vehicle with six
wheels of dual-tridem landing gears traveled along the
section at a travel speed of 5 mph (8 km/h). The traffic
loading was applied in a simulated wander pattern (See
Figure 2c) that represented the taxiway distribution for
design consisting of 66 repetitions, 33 travelling west and
33 travelling east, arranged in nine equally spaced wander
positions (or tracks) at intervals of 10.25 in. (260 mm)
(See Figure 2d). The dual wheel spacing used in 6-wheel
landing gear was 54 in. (1372 mm). Figure 2e shows the
traffic distribution across the pavement sections, and as
can be seen, the area consisting of MDD centerline and
the wander centerline received most of the traffic (around
27% of the total traffic). Wheel loads were initially set at
59,000 lbs (262.5 kN) with a tire pressure of 243 psi
(1,675 kPa) for Section 1. After 12,936 passes the load
was increased to 65,000 lbs (289 kN) per wheel and at
18,612 passes it was again increased to 70,000 lbs
(311 kN). Section 2 was always trafficked at 70,000 lbs
(311 kN). Section 1 was trafficked up to 22,572 passes
whereas Section 2 received around 12,936 passes. The
next section will discuss the research approach adopted
in this study to develop the stress-history-based rut prediction tool by analyzing the CC5 MDD database.

Development of the Stress-History-Based
Rut Prediction Tool
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minus the original value of the senor). The next step in
the analyses included cleaning the processed deformation
data. Careful attention in this step was given to ensure
that all the sensors were showing reasonable displacement values i.e., the top layers were deforming more
than the bottom layers. After the cleaning and sorting,
Section 1 and Section 2 were left with only around 6,000
and 3,500 passes, respectively.
Once the MDD database was processed, cleaned,
sorted, and organized they were further separated by
wander position (track 24 to 4), travel direction (east or
west), and wander sequence (sequence 1 to 5). The
separation of the residual deflection data for wander
position 0 (the most heavily trafficked position) by individual wander sequences and traffic direction for the surface and P209 layer and the DGA layer are shown in
Figure 3a and b, respectively.
Similar results are presented at Figure 3c and d for
Section 2. Please note, the interface of HMA surface and
P209 base layer had no MDD sensor installed, hence
these two layers were analyzed together. The data separation led to an important observation that the first pass
on each wander position in the west to east direction typically caused the most response and the return pass along
the same wander position showed significantly less residual deflection. This finding clearly indicated the presence of shakedown in the unbound aggregate layers.
Figure 4 shows the aggregate shakedown concept as
divided into three zones by Werkmeister et al. (13). These
zones are as follows:
1.

Analysis of the NAPTF CC5 MDD Data
As discussed earlier, two sections of varying layer configurations built with two different subbase materials from
the CC5 test database were selected in this study. The
MDD database had around 12,000 passes of the test
vehicle for each section. Each pass consisted around 300
data points recorded for each sensor and there were six
sensors per MDD stack. In total, each section had
around 21.6 million records. The database had this information divided into individual sensor reading with 300
data records as comma separated values (CSV). So, the
first step in the data analyses involved converting the
CSV MDD sensor records into individual layer deformation values. And this was achieved by writing a program
in Python that could read the complete MDD database,
select the sensors by number, extract the selected sensor
data, parse the CSV values, convert them into individual
layer movements (by subtracting the lower sensor reading from the upper sensor reading), and calculate the
residual deformation values (final value of the sensor

2.

3.

Zone A—plastic shakedown, is characterized by
a quick decrease in the residual deflections which
eventually leads to the layer showing no further
residual deformation with additional load
repetitions.
Zone B—plastic creep initially goes through a
decreasing residual deformation rate but as the
number of load cycles increase, the residual deformations rate increases subsequently leading to an
incremental collapse.
Zone C—which is incremental collapse shows a
slower reduction in the residual deformations
than range A or B and a quick resurgence of the
strain rate after a very limited number of load
cycles.

According to the shakedown theory, all unbound
aggregates experience some shakedown due to traffic. If
shakedown did occur in the unbound aggregate layers
during full-scale testing, the percent of residual response
by layer would decrease for the subbase layers. But, as
observed in Figure 5, where the percent of the residual
response by each layer of the pavement system of Section
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Figure 3. Residual deformation for (a) HMA surface and P209 layers of Section 1; (b) DGA subbase layer of Section 1; (c) HMA surface
and P209 layers of Section 2; and (d) P154 subbase layer of Section 2 (1 inch=25.4 mm).

1 is shown, this did not happen with increasing pass number. The percent of the residual response remained relatively constant for each layer as the testing progressed,
i.e., 56% for surface and P209, 41% for DGA, and 3%
for the subgrade which is contradictory to the shakedown
theory where the unbound aggregate layers should consolidate and hence decrease their contribution to permanent deformation.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the initial 1,000 passes
showed an increase in the percent of residual response
for the DGA subbase layers. Interestingly, this increase
in the DGA layers was counteracted by a decrease in the
percent of residual response by the surface and P209
layers for the same 1,000 passes. This can be attributed
to range B behavior where the constant particle rearrangement slowly deteriorated the DGA layer while at the

same time the surface and P209 layer consolidated due
to traffic. However, overall it can be seen that the percent of residual deflection responses in all the layers were
relatively constant. Due to the excessive movements of
the layers, the MDD data were only reliable up to 6,000
passes. Similar plot could not be produced for Section 2
due to data unavailability because the MDD data were
only reliable up to 3,500 passes.
The influence of wander position and wander
sequence on the residual response values can also be further evaluated by combining the data into 66-pass wander pattern. The residual deformation data separated
into 66-pass wander pattern are presented in the Figure
6a and b as individual lines. Figure 6a and b show the
66-pass wander pattern for the DGA subbase course and
surface and P209 layers of Section 1, respectively.
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Figure 4. Behavior of granular materials under repeated cyclic load (13).

Wander position 4 is again the offset that causes the
most heave of the pavement system and individual layers.
Wander position 0 also causes considerable heave to the
system. Figures 6a–b and 7a–b show that the rut and
heave residual deformation values generally increase with
the number of passes. Figures 6a–b and 7a–b also show
that depending on the location of the wander, the pavement sections can either go through rut or heave because
the sequential wander pattern is causing constant particle
shuffling in the granular layers and not letting shakedown happen. But when the wander pattern is kept narrow, shakedown does happen, which explains the visible
reduction in residuals for wander sequence 5. Also, less
rutting and less heaving are observed where the traffic is
just reversed in the same wander position during the
same return pass. The next subsection will discuss using
the residual response values to predict the deformations
in the selected test sections.
Figure 5. Layer percentage of the total residual response,
Section 1, west to east loading direction, wander position 0.

Development of the Deformation Basin
Similar results are shown for Section 2 in Figure 7a and
b. As can be seen from these figures, traffic in the west to
east direction on wander position 23 produces the maximum downward residual deformation, which correlates
with the position where a wheel is directly over the
MDD centerline (See Figure 2d). Wander position 2 is
the only other wander pattern to produce consistent
downward residual deformations and is the second closest wheel load. All the other wander positions contribute to various amounts of rutting or heave.

Once it was established that the wander locations and
sequence influenced the magnitude of the residual deformations found in the test sections, the next stage in this
study was to use this information to create the residual
deformation basins. Since the MDDs were not placed
transversely across the pavement but rather at a single
location on the pavement, the MDD residual response
data from different wander positions was used to create a
quasi-transverse profile due to a single gear carriage pass.
Each of the stationary surface MDD sensor readings
measured during trafficking of the nine wander positions
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Figure 6. Residual response over 66-pass wander pattern and
wander sequence for Section 1: (a) HMA and P209 layers; (b)
DGA subbase layer (1 inch=25.4 mm).

could provide a transverse profile data point. However,
since the wander locations were very close together
between the gear wheels, a slight difference in the readings could lead to significant changes in the resulting
deformation basin, so only the locations that had the
maximum downward and upward residual values were
used in this study to develop the deformation basin. The
methodology of using stationary MDD responses to create deformation basins of pavements has been well documented by Donovan et al. (14).
The first step in creating the profile involved determining which MDD readings are critical to developing the
transverse profile. As previously described, for both the
sections, wander position 23 and wander position 4
readings consistently showed the maximum downward
residual and upward deformation values, respectively;
except for Section 2 surface layer where wander position
22 had the maximum downward values. However, for
the convenience of the analyses, wander position 23 will
be considered the critical location with maximum downward residual values. And ander position 4 will be taken
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Figure 7. Residual response over 66-pass wander pattern and
wander sequence for Section 2: (a) HMA and P209 layers; (b)
P154 subbase layer (1 inch=25.4 mm).

as the other critical location. The average of these two
values were used at the midpoint of the gear. The point
of zero residual deformation was assumed to be at 18 in.
(457 mm) outside of wander position 4. Once the critical
points were established, it was assumed that if the transverse profile was a mirror image, the critical MDD reading locations could be inverted around the wander
centerline and thus, a 118 in. (4,340 mm) wide complete
transverse profile was created. Once the width of the
transverse profile was known, the values of the residual
deformation between the critical points were determined.
It was done by assuming that the residual deformation
profiles are of parabolic shapes and one critical point was
the vertex of a parabola and the other was a point on the
parabola. The value of the transverse profile was calculated every 0.25 in. (6.35 mm) and combining the parabolas resulted in a smooth transverse profile created using
only the critical points (See Figure 8a). Figure 8a also
shows the critical point locations used to calculate then
create the transverse surface profile. As expected, residual
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Figure 8. (a) Critical points used for transverse profile creation;
(b) 66-pass residual basin calculated for Section 2
(1 inch=25.4 mm).

deformation recorded during a west to east pass was different than that seen from an east to west pass. Though
this method to create the transverse profiles was not completely accurate, it provided valuable insight into the creation of the residual deformation basin. Therefore, it was
used in this study to compute the accumulation of the
residual deformation basin. Figure 8b shows one example
of one set of completed transverse profiles for a 66-pass
wander pattern calculated by combining the residual
deformation transverse profile from each wander
sequence and travel direction. Figure 9a and b show the
residual deformation basin calculated for Section 1 and
2, respectively.
As can be observed from Figure 9a and b, the summation of the individually determined transverse profiles
from each pass of a 66-pass wander pattern led to a
bowl-shaped crater basin that matched the contour of
the transverse profile as seen from post-trafficking
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trenching (See Figure 9c). It can also be seen that the
depth of the transverse profiles created with the MDD
readings increased with an increasing number of passes.
However, the magnitude was much greater than the
actual transverse profile found in the field as shown in
Figure 9c. That is, if the created transverse profiles were
summed over the actual number of complete 66-pass
wander patterns covered in 22,572 passes, the rut depth
amount was much greater than the measured values (the
resulting accumulated rut was almost 80 times the measured amounts). The same trend was observed in the
accumulated transverse profiles in the Section 2 as well,
where the resulting accumulated rut was almost 30 times
the measured amounts. So, though the shapes of the created transverse profiles closely followed the field profiles,
when the created transverse profiles were summed for
the number of complete 66-pass wander patterns, the
magnitudes of the created profiles exceeded those found
in the field.
This can be attributed to the fact that amount of
deformation in granular layers depends on whether the
soil element experienced rut or heave in the last pass; if
the element was compressed in the previous pass, it
would show more heave in the next offset pass. Likewise,
if the element heaved in the last pass, the next pass when
the load was directly over the element would make the
soil rut more. So, the residual transverse profile from
each pass was affected by the residual profile of the previous pass. Therefore, if the stress-history effects were
ignored, predictions of transverse surface profile in CC5
tests will be inaccurate. This observation supports the
findings documented by Kim and Tutumluer (2) about
the importance of stress-history effects on the behavior
of granular layers and how by including stress-history
adjustment factors into the rutting prediction equations,
permanent deformations could more accurately be predicted. The next subsection will introduce a stress-history
correction approach to predict the rut depths in the
selected test sections.

Development of Stress-History Correction Approach
As explained earlier, the final shape of a residual deformation basin using an MDD based transverse profile
creation approach can be predicted by knowing the location of the gear wheels for each wander position and
number of passes. However, calculating the magnitude
of the residual transverse profile across a pavement section based on an individual residual transverse profile is
extremely difficult. In a recent study using NAPTF
Construction Cycle 1 (CC1) and Construction Cycle 3
(CC3) database, a methodology was developed to predict
the final transverse profile from multiple passes by using
the residual transverse profile caused by an individual
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Figure 9. (a) Residual deformation basin for Section 1; (b)
residual deformation basin for Section 2; (c) rut depths calculated
from trenching (1 inch=25.4 mm).

aircraft movement and the measured transverse profile
after a complete wander pattern (14). The CC1 and CC3
study found that unique relationship exists between the
maximum downward residual deformation and the critical transverse points. It was also reported that a closer
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deformation profile could be developed if the calculation
of the transverse profile was corrected by considering the
residual deformation of the previous pass. The stress-history-based approach considers the fact that if there was
rut due to previous pass and there should be rut in same
location due to the current pass as well, the additional
rut would be less. Similarly, if there was heave in the previous pass and there should be heave in the next pass but
with less additional heave.
Stress-history correction was applied to the initially
computed surface profile (as previously shown in
Figure 9a and b) by assuming that if the previous pass
caused the same type of residual deformation as the current pass, then the residual deformation by the current
pass was reduced by multiplying the current pass residual
deformation value by a constant reduction factor.
During this study, the constant reduction factors were
always the residual values as observed at the critical locations for the return pass i.e., pass that took place at east
to west direction (wander position 4 and 23).
Figure 10a and b show the calculated surface transverse profile for Section 1 and 2, respectively, with correction factors applied for the previous pass. As shown
in these figures, by considering the stress-history effects,
the magnitude of the calculated residual deformation
reduced significantly and were much closer to the measured values. The jagged nature of the graphs was the
result of the rough estimation of the effects of the previous pass. Though the magnitude of the calculated rut
profile reduced significantly after the constant reduction
factor was applied, the presented graphs indicate
improvements to this method are still needed. One of the
limitations of the model was that the surface profile was
extrapolated linearly from the 66-pass residual basin.
The predicted profile would have matched the nature of
the field rut crater more closely if the final profile was
predicted using graduated influence factors calculated
based on the transverse surface profiles measured in the
field. However, since field transverse profiles were not
available, it was near impossible to calculate the graduated influence factor based on the magnitude of the difference between the previous and current pass residual
deformation values. And in the absence of that information, the current model could not be refined further.
Regardless, using the influence of the previous pass on
the current one is promising. The advantage to using the
stress-history correction procedure is that any combination of wander positions can be simulated to predict the
future deformation basin.

Summary and Conclusion
An attempt was made to predict the rut depths in airport
pavements due to realistic air traffic using the MDD data
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Further refinement of the proposed methodology
using field measured transverse surface profiles has the
potential to estimate realistic permanent deformations of
future pavement test section by simply collecting residual
deformation data from a few hundred initial trafficking
load cycles. And the ability to predict the future rut profiles will ensure an accurate estimation of the remaining
life of pavements, helping the designers plan an effective
maintenance and rehabilitation strategy, subsequently
leading to an economic and sustainable airport pavement
management system.
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